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Abstract 
In this paper, a combinatorial formula relating to Hirota’s bilinear equations is shown, 
1. Introduction 
The balance of dispersion with nonlinearity is a general feature which governs 
a wide variety of physical systems. A prototype representation of these systems is 
given by the famous Korteweg de Vries (KdV) equation 
% + u&Z + ~xx.x = 0, (U = U(X, t), u, = &l/8x, u, = au/at), (1.1) 
which describes the motion of shallow water and ion plasma waves [l]. The balance 
between the dispersion term u,,, and the nonlinear term uu, leads to a stable 
pulse-like solution 
u(x, t)=(k2/2)sech2((kx+ot+00)/2), (1.2) 
where k, do =const., and it is supposed that a dispersion relation 
w+k3=0 (1.3) 
holds between the wavenumber k and the frequency o. This dispersion relation comes 
from the linearization of equation (1.1): 
L(u) = u, + uxxx = 0. 
We call (1.2) the 1-soliton solution of(l.1). It turns out that (1.2) is a special case of the 
following so-called N-soliton solutions: 
u = 2(logf)xx (1.4a) 
.f= C exp 1 AijPiPj+ 5 PtQi 
p=O,1 1 Cz-cj<N i=l 
(1.4b) 
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where Bi=kix+oit+8io,oi+k3=0, ki,oi,8i,,Aij=const., and the sum Cp=o,r is 
taken over all possible combinations of ~i=O, 1. 
It is known that the KdV equation belongs to a large class of nonlinear partial 
differential equations (NLPDEs), called the integrable systems, that possess many 
intriguing features [4], such as the N-soliton solutions, the existence of an infinite 
number of conservation laws, membership of an infinite family of commuting flows, 
a Hamiltonian structure and so on. 
A central and important problem is therefore to understand the reason why those 
equations possess so many good features, Some excellent theories have been put 
forward since the late 1960s to clarify the structure of integrable NLPDEs. In a series 
of papers (see [3] and references therein) Hirota and his colleagues developed an 
ingenious method for finding solutions to those NLPDEs. They first introduce the 
following operators D,, D,: 
(D,“D:)f.g=@‘-d)“(&-dt)“f(x’, t’)g(x, t)lx,=x,t.=t, (1.5) 
where a, = d/ax, 3: = a/ax’, a, = a/at, a; = a/W. Then they succeeded in writing many 
NLPDEs in the so-called bilinear form like 
F(D,, &)f . f= 0, (1.6) 
where F(k,o) is a polynomial of k and 8. Hirota proved that if the polynomial 
F satisfies the conditions 
F(-u,-b)=F(a,b), F(O,O)=O, (1.7) 
then the bilinear equation (1.6) possesses a 2-soliton solution, i.e. the solution (1.4) 
with N =2 and the dispersion relations F(k,, wi)=O, i= 1,2. 
However, as pointed by Lambert and Willox [4], “It is not clear which precise 
conditions allow for the bilinearization of a given equation. The problem of expressing 
the bilinear soliton balance in terms of explicit conditions on the nonlinear equation 
for the original variables seems to have received little attention. Nor has there been 
any attempt, so far, to interpret the role of the D-operators from a direct point of 
view.” With this observation in mind Lambert and Willox studied the NLPDEs which 
are derived from dispersive bilinear equations 
F(D,, D,)f’f-(C aiDrDx2i+1+C PjD:j)S.f=O. (1.8) 
By setting j”= eg and I’= 2q,, i.e. V= 2(log),, they write the above equation (1.8) into 
its usual form 
UV)=K(V), (1.9) 
where 
L=C aid,P+~ fija2j-‘, 
and K(V) is a polynomial of V and its derivatives. K(Y)=C,a2 K(“)(V), where 
K(‘) KC3) stand for the quadratic and cubic parts of K, respectively. The main 
conclusion that Lambert and Willox made is that the coefficients of the quadratic and 
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cubic parts obey a simple combinatorial rule. This combinatorial rule reflects the 
balance of the dispersive term L(V) with the nonlinear term K(V). 
After studying the paper of Lambert and Willox, it is natural to ask whether 
a similar combinatorial relation exists among the coefficients contained in the higher- 
order terms KC”) with n > 3. The aim of the present paper is to give an answer to this 
question. We show that a similar simple combinatorial rule holds for the more general 
equation (1.8) with 
F(D,, D,)=C cCijD:Di, 
where i +j = even, and Xij = const. We show further that the combinatorial rule applies 
equally well to terms KC”) with higher orders. 
2. The generalized di Bruno formula 
Let ~#1=4(f(x)) be a smooth composite function of x. The following di Bruno 
formula ([6, Section 2.31) gives an explicit expression of dm$/dxm in terms of 
&zdk4/dfk and fiEdif/dxi: 
(2.1) 
where the sum is taken over all partitions of m: m = kl + 2k, + ... + mk,. This partition 
will be denoted by r E [ 1 kl 2k2 
ml ( 
. ..mkm]E[f > ...> 1,2, . . . . 2, . ..I. where the number i 
appears ki times. In the above expression (2.1) we have used the notation 
(lkl2k:.. 
m 
mkm 
E 
1 )..., 1,2 )...) 2 )... 1 
to denote the polynomial coefficient. For example, 
( 12i23)=( 1, l,;,:.,)’ 
In [6] we gave a generalization of formula (2.1) for the case where 
~=m-i(w2(xx . ..hw). 
We now give another generalization. 
Proposition 2.1. Let q5 = g5(f(xl, x2, . . ., x,)) be a smooth composite function of 
x=(x1,x2, . ..) x,). Then it holds that 
qlgz...a~~ 
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where the sum is taken over all partitions 
ms=C ki,...~s_,lis,,...+2 C kil...is_,2i,+l..~~ 
the product is taken over all nonnegative integers iI, iz, . .., and we have made the 
convention that km...o=O. 
Proof. Formula (2.2) has been known for years, but since its proof is not available in 
standard text books on combinatorics, there follows a short derivation of this formula 
for the reader’s convenience. It is sufficient to give only the proof of the case r = 2, since 
the proof of the general case is similar. Therefore, we proceed to prove that 
(2.3) 
where the first sum is taken over all partitions 
m=CKli+2Ckzi+3Ck3i+.‘., n=~kiI+2~kiz+.~~, 
the sum C kIi, C kil, . . . and the product are taken over all nonnegative integers, and 
we have made the convention that k,, = 0. 
By the di Bruno formula (2.1) we have 
By once again applying formula (2.1), we see that 
Thus, 
““‘=C (lk1:2... )( n,, n,f .,,, n,,, 
x ~kl+k2+...+1~1+112+... rI 
f.. 
- 
l,! 
The proof is completed. 0 
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Example 2.2. Let q=q(x, t) and qik =di$q. Since 3 = 1+2= 1 + 1 + 1, 2= 1 + 1, we 
have 
p32=e-qa,38:eq 
=(:)($32+( 1iZ)(2YJ-o+( li2)( I;J-~ 
+(132)(2:0) 
(iilo422+Y12420)+;( l,Jl)( lfl)YIOdl 
3. A combinatorial formula 
We have the following. 
Proposition 3.7. Let q = q(x, t) be a smooth function, then 
P,,E~-~~D~D~(~~.~~) 
(3.1) 
where the sum is taken over all partitions 
M=Crli+2Cr,i+...+MCr,i, N=Cril+2Cri2+...+NCriiv, 
with rij=O when i+j=odd. 
Proof. By (1.5) and (2.3) we obtain 
PlMN=e-2q(a:-_a,)M(dj-_a,)N(eq.eq)1,,=.,,.=, 
cc (mYm)(nyn) 
(- l)“+“(e-q~~‘~~‘eq)(e-q~!Ji3~eq) 
=c(m~m)(n~n)Hm+n( lL;;l...)( lL;e) 
x(lL;: i... )(lfi1;i2...)n$g 
CC M I( N = 1(‘;,+1,i)2(1;1+12i)... 1(‘11+r,,)2(1:2+li2)... 1 
x (_ 1)C((lli+lil)+2(12i+112)+...) 
n 
cc,+ Lj) 
4ij 
lij! l~j! . 
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Note that 
1 ((lli+lil)+2(12i+li2)+ “‘)=C(i+j)lij=Cj(lij+Iji), 
ij 
and thus the coefficient of the monomial fl, qLy/rij! equals 
(3.2) 
By making use of the identities 
n w ” i=O ; (-1) (2s+ l)i= c() i=O ; (-1)‘=~,,, 
” 
w 
n 
‘1” (-lpi= ” =2”, 
i=O ’ co i=O ’ 
we find that expression (3.2) equals 
which establishes equation (3.1) as desired. 
According to the above theorem we can calculate DFDyeq.eq as follows: 
(i) first, we make all possible partitions of M and N; 
(ii) second, we make ‘even’ compositions from each pair of r,+, and zN, where rP is 
a partition of P, and by an ‘even’ composition of partitions we refer to the partitions 
that correspond to the monomials n q,? with i + j = even; 
(iii) third we calculate the coefficients of each monomial according to the simple 
combinatorial rule given by the formula of the theorem, and then sum all the resulting 
terms. 
Remark. Since PM, does not contain the terms rij with i+j=odd, we have 
M+N= 1 (i+j)rijEO (mod2). 
i+j=even 
In other words, we have 
P,,,,=O for M+N=odd. 
Let PLi be the part of PMN with degree 
nonlinear term. We observe that the only 
P$ = 2q,, = a,” $(2q). 
i. Following [2] we call PEN the standard 
linear term in PMN is 
Thus, we can say that the above linear term is compensated by the standard nonlinear 
terms PzN, i 3 2. 
Setting N=O and N = 1 in (3.1) we deduce the following corollaries. 
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Corollary 3.2. Let P,~P,,~e-24D,M(eq.eq), then Pz,+I =0 and 
(3.3) 
where the sum is taken over the partition of 2m: 
Corollary 3.3. Let ~,-PM-l,l =e-2qD~-1D,(e4. e‘t), then p2,+I =0 and 
2,- 1 
~ .., 
. ..(2m-2)‘+2.2k+l 
(2q2m2.0)r~~-~(2q2t+I 1) 
(2m-2)! ’ ’ 
(3.4) 
where the sum is taken over the partition of 2m- 1: 
[2r~4r~... (2k+l)], 2m-1=2r2+4r4+~~~+(2m-2)r2m-2+(2k+1). 
As special cases of (3.3) and (3.4) we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.4 (Lambert and Willox [a]). The linear, quadratic and cubic terms of 
P2,,, and p2, are as follows: 
p(2) = 
2m ,,+,&s ( 2f;s)(2q2;ljiq2r) 
w’21 2m (2q2,Wq2J = cc )r=12r !’ Prs 
p& c ( 21,~2s)(2q2t)(~~T)(2q2~), 
21+2r+2s=2m,l<rQs 
where prS = 1 + 6,, equals one plus the number of equalities in the inequality r < s, and 
ptrs = I+ 61, + S,, + 6,t - Slr&sdst equals one plus the number of equality 1~ r <s. 
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Example 3.5. We calculate Pea. Since 6=2+4=2+2+2, we have 
=2q~+15(2q~)(2q~)+15(2q,)3=~~+15v,~~+l5v:. 
Here and in what follows we set K=ZL V and V=2q,. We note that the expression 
P6,, is related to the Sawada-Kotera equation [6] 
tG;= v,XXXX +15V,V,,,+15~~. 
Example 3.6. Let (M, N) = (4,O). Since 4 = 2 + 2 we have 
P,cJ=P,=2q,+ 
( ) 
2p2 $2q2)2 
=2q,+3(2q#= v,,,+3@. 
This expression is related to the KdV equation 
L$= v,,,+3v,2 
and the Bussinesq equation 
As a final example we calculate the expression Ps3. First, we make the partitions 
of 5 and 3: 
the partitions of 5 are [S], [14], [23], [123][122], [132], Cl’]; 
the partitions of 3 are [3], [12], Cl”]. 
Thus, the corresponding monomials n qLy with i+j=even are as follows: 
c51 x c31: q35; Cl41 x c31: q13q40; 
c51 x WI: q51qo2; Cl41 x cw: q11q42; 
c-231 x c31: hoq33; Cl231 x C131: d1q31; 
1231 x ~121: q22q31; Cl321 x Cl”l: &ho; 
WI2 x cw: 4IdO402~ qllqzzq20~ 
Now the coefficients of each monomial can be calculated by formula (3.1). For 
example, the coefficient of qs1q02 is 
O( 1 5 3 =3 5 1,2 ’ 
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and the coefficient of qflq31 is 
and so on. Therefore, we obtain 
Open problem. There are some open problems that deserve further study. First we 
know that not all the nonlinear evolution equations can be written into the bilinear 
form (1.6). For example we consider the 5th order KdV equation 
n, +(&XX + 54 + lOl4U,,f 10u3),=0. 
Setting u = 2q,, we have 
where qk=3tq. We observe that there is an ‘odd’ term qi appearing in the equation, 
and thus by the above theorem, the 5th order KdV equation cannot be written to the 
bilinear form (1.6). In fact it is known that in order to write this equation into bilinear 
form we have to introduce another variable r. The first open problem therefore poses 
the following question. 
How to formulate a similar combinatorial rule for such kinds of bilinear equations? 
Second, it would be highly desirable to deal directly with the nonlinear evolution 
equations in its ordinary form. To be more precise, let the nonlinear evolution 
equation be given by (1.9). We could try to substitute the 2-soliton solution into that 
equation and then compare the coefficients in both sides of the resulting equation with 
the hope that some general combinatorial rule could be formulated that equation (1.9) 
would satisfy. The relevant calculation would certainly be much more involved. 
Lambert and Willox [2] had done it in this way, but their deduction is far from 
complete and it seems that some of their conclusions were obtained without sufficient 
demonstration. 
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